
Geelong Gallery Director, Jason Smith tonight announced that Dianne Fogwell is the 2017 
recipient of the Geelong acquisitive print award and Clare Humphries is the recipient of the 
Ursula Hoff Institute award.

Dianne Fogwell’s artist book, Mildura meander, is a visual wandering inspired by a three week visit to 
Mildura in Victoria. The artist stated: ‘The muse for this project was the native landscape in the region from 
the Murray River to the edge of the outback as well as the inland botanical gardens. Botanical gardens play 
an important role in the awareness of environmental issues through research, conservation and education. 
They act as a sanctuary, a safeguard for what can be lost in nature or destroyed by urban planning. 
This artists’ book is a meander from ground to sky, a reflection on what is important to preserve and an 
observation of some of the unassuming beings that are important to the health and beauty of our Australian 
environment.’

Of the winning work, the judging panel said: ‘Dianne’s beautifully composed and printed artist book takes 
us on a visual journey through the Australian landscape. Dianne’s mastery of the colour linocut process 
sees Indigenous plants, birds and insects rendered in exquisite detail. Each species coexists harmoniously 
on the pages, appearing at differing scales just as they would be encountered as we wander through 
the landscape. In addition to its visual appeal, the work makes timely reference to the vital ecosystem 
that plants, birds and animals form part of, and the importance of Botanical gardens as laboratories for 
monitoring environmental change.’  

Clare Humphries’ Ursula Hoff Institute award winning work, A fraction of a small distance, is concerned 
with the perceptual flux that arises when a person, standing on Earth, looks towards our planet’s nearest 
satellite. Through the interaction of printed and glass surfaces the ‘image’ lacks a singular location. Instead, 
it occupies a transitional space, between print and glass.
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The judging panel said: ‘Clare’s enigmatic work reflects our enduring fascination with the Moon and its 
constantly changing position in relation to the Earth. The interplay between the astronomical body and 
our planet is explored conceptually through the coalescence of hand-burnished linocuts overlaid by 
sand-blasted glass. The manner in which the treated glass alters our reading of the printed linocut is also 
suggestive of the way in which telescopes aide our viewing of the Moon’.   

The inaugural Queenscliff Gallery & Workshop residency was awarded to Peter Garnick for Elements a 
multi-panel etching which pays homage to the fundamental role of women in ensuring the survival of our 
species. 
 
The selection panel for the 2017 Geelong acquisitive print awards includes Jason Smith (Director, Geelong 
Gallery) and Lisa Sullivan (Curator, Geelong Gallery) along with guest judge, Anne Virgo OAM (Director, 
Australian Print Workshop).

Geelong Gallery wishes to thank The Estate of Dr Colin Holden, Louise Box, the Ursula Hoff Institute 
(UHI), and Queenscliff Gallery & Workshop for generously sponsoring this signature event, which 
assists with the development of the Gallery’s collection while fostering Australian artists and contemporary 
printmaking practice in general.
 
Background— 
The 2017 Geelong acquisitive print awards continues a long tradition of prize exhibitions staged by the Geelong Gallery as well as a long-
standing commitment to the acquisition and display of prints. 38 works by 39 leading and emerging Australian artists were shortlisted for 
the 2017 Geelong acquisitive print awards. The acquisitive awards and biennial exhibition feature works by Benjamin Armstrong, Rosalind 
Atkins, Elizabeth Banfield, GW Bot, Laura Castell, Jock Clutterbuck, Marian Crawford, Ben Fennessy, Dianne Fogwell, Peter Garnick, 
Kaye Green, Sue Grossman, Andrew Gunnell, Gracia Haby and Louise Jennison, Robert Hague, Rew Hanks, Carolyn Hawkins, Clare 
Humphries, Anita Iacovella, Michael Kempson, Deborah Klein, Jo Langley, Marion Manifold, Megan McPherson, David Nixon, Jiri Tibor 
Novak, Sharron Okines, Glenda Orr, Janet Parker-Smith, Jim Pavlidis, Stieg Persson, Ben Rak, Brian Robinson, Kati Thamo, Bridgit 
Thomas, Vanessa Wallace, Halina Wolski and Joel Wolter.
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Page 1 
Dianne Fogwell
Mildura meander  2015
linocut (artist book); unique state
Reproduced courtesy of the artist, Port Jackson 
Press, Melbourne, and Beaver Galleries, Canberra 
Winner–2017 Geelong acquisitive print award

Page 2
Clare Humphries
A fraction of a small distance  2017
hand-burnished linocut, sand-blasted glass;  
edition 4/10 (unique states)
Reproduced courtesy  of the artist 
Winner–2017 Ursula Hoff Institute award
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